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Among the more odious excuses that we have heard from the criminally-minded
among us is the excuse that people have "died" to their inherent political status
and "voluntarily" adopted both political statuses and conditions which were never
disclosed to them. Despite this, we are not deceived and do not fail to object.
Let it come to the Notice of all Justices and Magistrates that the creation of GMO
Humanoids by the injection of foreign genetically engineered mRNA has already
been outlawed in this country as of January 1, 2020 and that this continuing
assault against humanity must be brought to an abrupt and permanent halt.
Nobody who has accepted these injections was given full disclosure. In fact, they
were deliberately deceived by WHO and other complicit criminal organizations
that collaborated to change the meaning of "vaccine" to include an experimental
genetic engineering protocol harmful to human life.
Those responsible are below the benchmark of sanity and they must all be
rounded up and held accountable without regard for nationality or political status.
Each and every corporation functioning as a national government is responsible
for the harm they have caused their employers.
This includes the deliberate spreading of false information and propaganda. The
Media franchises of these so-called National Corporations must be prosecuted as
accomplices and the Medical Doctors who have allowed and promoted this
genocide as defined by Territorial Law -- see 18 USC 1091 -- must be held
accountable.
The banks and commercial corporations that have sought to benefit themselves
by claiming that people are rendered Genetically Modified Organisms by this
heinous injection process, and as such, are patented property, subject to
disposal---- must be liquidated. Immediately. Summarily.

This excuse by which they seek to legalize genocide must be recognized for what
it is. --- a heinous and unjustifiable excuse, unlawful, immoral, and illegal to the
core.
These outrages must be answered decisively and swiftly and without any further
misinterpretation of civil law.
Despite any upheaval or confusion caused by The American Civil War, the First
World War, or the Second World War or any self-serving legal definitions offered by
the Perpetrators of these crimes against humanity --- herein rebutted--- the actual
civil law pertaining to the estates of these people and their nature is already
spelled out and has been for a thousand years:
Resoluto jure concedentis, resolvitur jus concessum: by the extinction of the right
of the grantor, the right granted is extinguished.
Res nullius naturaliter fit primi occupantis: the property of no one naturally
becomes that of the first occupant.
As we have observed, all right, title, and interest in our Delegated Powers and all
property interests invested by delegation returned to the Delegator, our
unincorporated Federation of States, The United States of America, by Operation
of Law -- and that includes all custodial interest vested in or presumed to exist or
to be exercised by any instrumentality of the Queen or the Pope -- upon their
bankruptcy.
As this is true for the nation as a whole, it is also true for the Lawful Persons of our
nation.
Thus, for example, the loss of our Title IV Flag by a bankrupt instrumentality of the
Pope returns that version of our flag to our custody, and not to the custody of any
Third Party.
The bankruptcy of any instrumentality of the Queen has no impact upon the
actual ownership of private property including property trusts belonging to
Americans.
We call for immediate corrective action and determined disciplinary action against
the British Crown Corporation and the Government of Westminster and the Roman
Curia and their corporations in sum total for allowing these predatory, inhumane,
and war-like practices and False Legal Presumptions to continue against their
employers---- and failing that, we call for their immediate and permanent
liquidation as corporations, and expulsion from the world community as
organizations or governments of any kind.
We hereby provide Notice to The International Court of Justice, the Court of the
Lord High Steward, and the Vatican Chancery Court, that all of this wrong-doing
has occurred in the realm of commerce and has merely extended its reach into

the territorial realm via constructive, so-called discretionary non-enforcement of
the actual Public Law via another constructive fraud -- the purported existence of
Special Admiralty provisions allowing the usurpation of the jurisdiction of the sea
upon the land.
There are no such provisions in our Treaties with these Principals.
The actual Public Law is not subject to discretionary enforcement by any
employee, trustee, or representative. The Public Law is a mandatory enforcement
obligation of all trustees, employees, administrators, officers, and officials
pretending any authority or association with the actual Government of this
country and is an obligation of all Principals under both The Constitution of the
United States and The Constitution of the United States of America.
The above-described attempt to legalize genocide by these madmen is only the
most recent example of their drive to mischaracterize living people and to thereby
deprive and defraud them of their natural standing, so as to unlawfully seize upon
their property assets and dispossess them as the natural owners of their Proper
Names, bodies, businesses, and homes.
It is the responsibility of the Popes to immediately liquidate the offending
corporations and return the purloined rights, titles, interests, and assets to the
victims of these charlatans. The Roman Curia is in particular the organization
responsible for the existence and definition of these corporations and is held to
account for them.
As a result of earlier similar attempts to mischaracterize and defraud the living
people by corporate entities, more than 5,000 so-called institutional Legacy Trusts
holding most of the gold and silver and other assets of the world, have been
presumed to exist and to belong to the Perpetrators of these schemes acting as
"representatives" and "agents" of the actual owners --- without the knowledge or
permission of the actual owners.
These convenient institutional Executors de Son Tort are nonetheless guilty of all
the errors, omissions, and unlawful standing of all such Persons, whether
individuals or instrumentalities, institutions or Principals.
We call for the immediate return of all such Legacy Trusts to the actual owners
and depositors, including the return of all such primary asset deposits -- gold,
silver, jewels, etc., owed to The United States of America and to all American
depositors, without any pretense that they are or have been missing,
whereabouts unknown.
The tax records of the Perpetrators of this scheme more than adequately
demonstrate that the whereabouts of the actual owners, like the whereabouts of
the actual heirs, have been known throughout this debacle, and have been
deliberately obscured in order to promote fraud against the victims of these
schemes.

All deposits of our assets on a worldwide basis are subject to our wishes and we
wish for a full accounting from all the banks responsible.
With a worldwide corporation-sponsored genocide underway against the living
people and with the Priority Creditors being mercilessly targeted by such
international criminals as Anthony Fauci, M.D., and William Gates III, there is no
time to be lost in lengthy deliberation by the High Courts.
We wish for the issuance of International Arrest Warrants for the immediate arrest
of Dr. Anthony Fauci and William Gates, III, their collaborators, and associates,
involved in this massive crime spree. We do not recognize any claim of contrary
authority or non-participation by the United States or any of its corporations.
Both the Roman Civil Law and the Territorial Code are clearly stated, and there
can be no doubt that these above-named Persons and Parties are in criminal
violation of both.
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